Equipment Checkout Form
LOCATION: Hidden Valley Camp - Just west of Bob Billings Pkwy. & Kasold Dr., Lawrence, KS
EQUIPMENT CHAIR: Kyra Flummerfelt, 331-7030; email: equipment@lawrencehiddenvalley.org
Please contact Kyra to arrange for equipment check-out. You will need to fill out this form and bring it
with you to the camp equipment shed to check out the equipment with Kyra.
TROOP #:________LEVEL: ______ CHECK-OUT DATE: _________ CHECK-IN DATE: _________
LEADER NAME: ________________________________________ PHONE: ___________________
*Please include # of items if checking out more than 1.
FIRE*
Fire bucket
Grate (folding)
Grate (standing)
Rake
Shovel (folding)
TOOLS*
 Bow saw (large)
 Bow saw (small)
 Leaf rake
 Pitch fork
 Pliers
 Pruner (bypass lopper)
 Shears
 Shovel (standard)
 Spade
 Spade fork
 Tin snip (medium)
 Tin snip (small)
 Weeder (long handled)
COOKING PANS*
 Cast iron long pan
 Cake pan (small
rectangular)
 Cake pan (9x13)
 Cake pan (round)
 Coffee pot (lid and
basket)
 Cookie sheet
 Dutch oven (cast iron)
 Dutch oven (aluminum)
 Griddle (large)
 Griddle (small)






Lid handle
Loaf pan
Muffin tin
Nesting kettle set
Pie pan
Pot lifters (for stock pots)
Skillet (cast iron)
Skillet
OTHER UTENSILS*
 Can opener
 Dipper
 Fork (long)
 Fork (short)
 Knife
 Paring knife
 Scraper
 Spoon
 Spoon (metal long)
 Spoon (slotted)
 Spoon (wooden)
 Tongs
 Turner (plastic)
 Turner (metal)
BOWLS*
 Aluminum
 Plastic
 Stainless steel
MISCELLANEOUS*
 Bucket (dish washing)
 Cutting board
 Egg beater













Five gallon bucket
Grater (stand-up)
Hand-washing unit

Hot pad/mitt
Ice chest
Ice cream maker (hand
crank)
 Kitchen fly
 Kitchen Boxes (with legs)
 Kitchen boxes (without
legs)
 Lantern (battery-bring
your own)
 Mallet
 Matches
 Measuring cups
 Peeler
 Pie iron
 Pitcher
 Reflector oven
 Roasting stick
 Scrubber
 Stove (propane-bring
your own)
 Tarp (size:___________)
 Turkey baster
 Water cooler (Gott)
RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT
 Team Walking Boards
 Sling Shots (call Kyra for
these)
 Hoops for games
 Net Toss game
 More, more, more




All equipment must be returned in the same or better condition than when checked out.
All cast iron must be dry and oiled to prevent rust. If an item is damaged or lost, the
troop or individual will repair or replace the item.

Signature _______________________________________________________
Tent reservations: tents@lawrencehiddenvalley.org (tents include ground cloths, stakes &
mallets).
Inquire several weeks in advance to schedule your training.

